
AmCham Leader in Change HERO Award 2018 
 

As a part of long-term commitment to improve business practices in Serbia, and recognizing 

organizational core values and principles based on leading and spearheading the change, for the fifth 

year in a row AmCham Serbia organizes Annual AmCham Leader in Change - HERO Award. The aim of 

the award is to acknowledge individual, organization or institution that represents the role model of 

excellency in Serbian society, who by performing with an excellence, gave remarkable contribution to 

the progress within and beyond their area of expertise and provided valuable impact to the society 

regardless of the professional capacity. 

 

CRITERIA FOR NOMINEES: 

- Recognized for significant contribution in culture, sports, science, education, or substantial impact on 

Serbian society in general;  

- Demonstrated excellence, innovativeness, creativity and determination in achieving objectives related 

to overcoming challenges;  

- Demonstrated strong leadership in making a difference and readiness to stand and fight for causes 

significant for the Serbian society;  

- Evoked positive changes and became an inspiration to others to pursue their vision to the extent that it 

becomes a shared effort, a shared vision, and a shared success. 

 

List of Nominees 
 
 

1. Nominee: Kosta Jovanović, PhD 
 

Nominated by: Erste bank 

 

Explanation: Since 2015, Kosta Jovanovic, PhD, has been actively working 

on the creation of a Modern Laboratory for Robotics where students of 

the Faculty of Electrical Engineering in Belgrade (FEE) are offered the 

opportunity to work with cutting-edge technology. Kosta Jovanović is 

one of the authors of ECCEROBOT (Embodied Cognition in a Compliantly 

Engineered Robot), the most modern, serviceable, humanoid robot. This 

anthropomimetic robot helps people in need, copying the outward form 

of a human like other humanoid robots, it also copies the inner 

structures and mechanisms – bones, joints, muscles and tendons. 

 

This young Aroboticist has shown determination in achieving his goals and those of his University                                                                       

and students. In addition to educational work and lectures, he is constantly progressing and working on 

various projects. Jovanović emphasizes that Serbian robotics have a great reputation globally, but they 

lack systematic support. He uses every opportunity to draw attention to the necessity of a systematic 

approach for the introduction of new technologies in companies in Serbia as well as the need for the 

State's involvement.                                                                                                         



 

In 2013. Jovanović received the award for the best young scientist in the field of natural and technical 

sciences, within the framework of the Superste program of donations. At the third competition, "Ten 

outstanding young persons" (TOYP), organized by the International Youth Chamber, he was among the 

five most prominent young leaders in Serbia. He has won many prizes and awards for young scientists. 

As a special prize, he emphasizes the first place in a robotics competition on the theme of managing 

variable-rigidity drives. 

 

2. Nominee: Kosta Jovanović, PhD 
 

Nominated by: Harvard Club of Serbia 

 

Explanation: Kosta Jovanović received his PhD in 2016 and is the youngest Assistant Professor in the 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering (FEE) in Belgrade. He gained his professional expertise at the most 

renowned scientific institutions in this field: the Technical University of Munich and the German 

Aerospace Center. His EU project "ECCEROBOT" was awarded first prize by Popular Mechanics Journal 

and by the EU Future and Emerging Technologies Fair. Kosta also won the International Robotics 

Championships in Rome and Istanbul. He is also currently working on enhancing scientific cooperation 

with the USA, preparing a joint project with the U. S. National Science Foundation (NSF) on Data Science 

and its applications. 

 

Kosta's research has had a high impact on the robotics community worldwide. He had invitations from 

major international scientific institutions, but decided to return to his Alma Mater and establish FEE 

Robotics Lab, for students and PhD candidates whom he mentors. Kosta secured in kind donation for the 

Lab from 10 leading international robotics companies, linking in the best way science and industry. He is 

now one of the youngest (at age 30) coordinators of EU H2020 grants and also the coordinator of SEE 

regional effort for the transfer of knowledge in automation. We see this as "leading by example" and a 

valuable contribution to tackling the brain drain from Serbia. 

 

Kosta serves as inspiration to many: he is the co-organizer of "Days of Future - Robotics" with robot 

exhibitions, lectures by prominent world roboticists and the famous robot ASIMO, workshops on AI and 

popular lectures - an activity that attracts our whole scientific community in this field. The event, aimed 

also at the public, had more than 150,000 participants and thus resulted in raising awareness of the 

importance of science, the self-confidence of young researchers and trust in Serbia's scientific potential. 

Every year Kosta and his team also organize Robotization of Serbia activities for children and high-school 

students in 30 cities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Nominee: Foundation Petlja 
 

Nominated by: Propulsion Fund 

 

Explanation: Foundation Petlja was established with the aim of 

improving algorithmic literacy in Serbia. The founders believe that 

understanding algorithmic and the skill of algorithmic expression is 

necessary for everyone. One such example of their impact is the long-

term project eProsveta/ MakeIT for Youth, led by Foundation Petlja, 

Microsoft Serbia and the Propulsion Fund in cooperation with the Ministry of Education, Science and 

Technological Development of Serbia. The main aim of the project is to support teachers in the 

realization of the teaching of Computer science and also to help students to learn programming easily. 

 

During October and November 2017, in 30 locations in Serbia, Foundation Petlja together with the 

above-mentioned organizations, conducted training for teaching in the programming for almost 800 

teachers of IT and computing science in elementary schools. The great interest among teachers for 

additional training in the field of teaching programming is confirmed by the fact that, initially, the 

program was planned for 45 participants, but almost 800 teachers have applied and passed training in 

this cycle. 

 

We stand on the wings of a technological revolution that will fundamentally change the way we live, 

work and relate to one another. With that in mind, the complexity of this transformation will be unlike 

anything humankind has experienced before. Although we don't know when that will happen, one thing 

is certain: we have to adapt education to meet this challenge. Foundation Petlja, together with its 

partners, is dedicated to this visionary goal. The first results are already here: Informatics and Computer 

Science have become compulsory for the 5th and 6th grade. That is a huge step up for the next 

generation of digital change makers in Serbia. 

 

 

 

4. Nominee: Serbian Society of Autism 
 

Nominated by: Executive Group 

 

Explanation: The Serbian Society of Autism is a non-profit organization 

founded in 1977 by the parents of children with autism. Today, it is an 

umbrella organization with 16 local associations throughout Serbia. 

The General Assembly and Managing Board consist of parents from all 

over Serbia making all decisions regarding the operation of the Society. The main goal of the Society is 

improving the quality of life of people with autism and their families with a focus on conservation, 

protection, enhancement and promotion of internationally established standards in the field of human 

rights and civil liberties. 

 

With the extraordinary commitment of the parents during the course of their efforts, the Society has 



managed to achieve some of the most significant breakthroughs in the field of autism. Today there are 8 

daily care centers, 2 residential care centers, and all special schools receive pupils with autism. By the 

introduction of inclusive education, children with autism received the right to attend mainstream 

schools. The SSA was actively involved in making and adopting the Law on inclusive education, the Law 

on rehabilitation and employment of persons with disabilities, the Law on Health protection and the 

Information Law. 

 

The services the Society provides for people with autism and their families in Serbia are free. The Society 

has been a full member of Autism Europe and its Council of Administration for the last 10 years, bringing 

examples of good practice, fruitful cooperation, and the latest European trends to Serbia. The Society 

has also cooperated with the Autism Speaks foundation for many years. The SSA is a prime example of a 

leader that has made a significant change in our society by providing help to those most in need, but 

moreover and more important, has pointed out how joint effort and solidarity in offering solutions is 

crucial for solving problems. 

 

5. Nominee: NGO “Evo Ruka” – Ana Knežević, President 

 
Nominated by: Merck Sharp & Dohme (MSD) 

 

Explanation: “Evo Ruka” is an organization that involves parents and friends 

of children with special needs who cherish social activism and positive 

practices of inclusion. Although Inclusion is becoming an integral part of 

Serbian society, ‘Evo Ruka” understood that in practice this is often 

considered as only a “disability” issue and the organization went a step 

further in transforming this issue into a change process. Since 2011, they 

have not only been active in counseling, education and capacity building for 

families and children, but have also started their own production of domestic 

jam and ajvar, all made from fruits and vegetables grown in their own 

garden. These activities make a strong contribution to Serbian society by demonstrating through their 

vision, mindset and achievements that Inclusion means change--change that the individual can make 

and not just wait for it to happen. 

 

While their core activities are aimed at providing direct support to children and parents through 

counseling, organized day care facilities and networking, their initiatives have also resulted in 

development of social entrepreneurship and economic empowerment, especially for women. With the 

objective of creating a solid base for acceptance, independence and dignity for children with special 

needs in general, they have also empowered families to actively build better a future for their children 

and to lead them through life with their own example of not just accepting but working towards change. 

“Evo Ruka” is determined to collect sufficient resources to expand capacity and allow access to more 

children and families in need. 

 

Their investment in agriculture is aimed not only towards developing a small business, but also towards 

creating value for all involved. While parents, family friends and children take active part in planning and 

production, various companies and organizations have also recognized this organization’s vision and 



provided manpower support when the time comes for harvesting and producing their domestic 

products. This project has inspired many people who had the opportunity to see what “Evo Ruka” is 

doing to embrace Inclusion in its full meaning by honoring the right of all people to participate fully in 

society, as well as to work on spreading their message and supporting them to expand their activities 

and their unique start -up business. 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMbBqF9vxuk&feature=share  

 

 

6. Nominee: Vesna Mandić 

 
Nominated by: I&F McCann Grupa 

 

Explanation: Vesna Mandić has been the head of the modeling agency 

Fabrika for more than 20 years. Through the organization of hundreds of 

fashion shows with iconic designers, she has established Fabrika as the only 

agency in the region with an international reputation. Even though Vesna  

specializes in haute couture events, the real tour de force is her 

tremendous contribution to charity, culture and the arts in Serbia. Always 

looking for creative synergies with an added value, the charity fashion 

events became a landmark of her career. 

 

The New Year’s fashion charity event for the children’s’ shelter Prihvatilište 

has already become a tradition. For more than five years, Vesna Mandic has 

been building a pool of companies and individuals to help abused and abandoned children in Serbia. Her 

continuous fund-raising and lobbying activities influenced the Government to accelerate the process of 

a new shelter Prihvatilište. In the field of culture, Vesna staged a Music and Fashion initiative to raise 

funds for a concert piano for Kolarac (a 19th Century endowment) Concert Hall. Another activity on 13 

February, 2018, was a donor event to raise funds for Kolarac’s Program Venue. 

 

Each year, Vesna Mandić brings together a group of Serbian intellectuals to be the jury of Lifestyle 

Personality of the Year – an award for personalities that stand out with their authentic and positive 

attitude towards life and work and serve as role models. Vesna inspires with her energy and 

determination to get the most for the forgotten children and cultural treasures of Serbia. She makes this 

happen through the synergy of culture, business, fashion and diplomacy. She found a common 

denominator in the mosaic of these otherwise hardly compatible areas – charity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMbBqF9vxuk&feature=share


 

7. Nominee: Ivan Medenica 
 

Nominated by: Raiffeisen bank 

 

Explanation: Ivan Medenica is professor of theatrology (theater studies) 

at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts (FDU), and since 2015 he has been the 

selector and art director of BITEF festival. Ivan continues and extends the 

half-century tradition of BITEF and restores the image of BITEF as a 

theater festival, especially in  terms of avant-garde and artistic 

provocation. Despite lack of finance, the 51st BITEF included the 

performance of the famous Belgian director Jan Fabre’s "Mountain 

Olympus - a 24-hour show", opening a new chapter of the festival by 

putting theater art in the focus of all social events. By doing this he 

showed that going to the theater is not exclusively reserved for 

individuals. In fact, Medenica believes that theater should be brought 

closer to the masses. 

 

In addition to working at the FDU, Ivan Medenica is also active in scientific research in the field of 

theater studies. Medenica publishes articles in the academic journal of the FDU as well as in national 

and world periodicals in several world languages. Ivan is one of the most significant domestic critics of 

overall artistic and social activities, above all the theater scene. With his professorial, theatrological and 

critical activities, he moves horizons in education and culture. His theater criticism is also published in 

the daily newspaper Politika, the weekly magazines Vreme and NIN and the Teatron magazine. 

Medenica is an activist in many fields and publicly advocates and promotes freedom of speech, opinion 

and choice. 

 

From 2003 to 2007, Medenica was the selector and art director of Sterija's Theater, where he brought 

important new elements into the concept of the leading national theater festival, primarily in the 

domain of internationalization, but not neglecting its tradition. Ivan Medenica won several prizes, for 

example, for the best theater criticism (Sterija’s prize) in 1999, 2001, 2004, 2008 and 2011, the 

personality of the year of the weekly newspaper Vreme and the Order of Arts in the rank of knight of the 

Republic of France. 

 


